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Abstract—We introduce a novel physical layer scheme for
single user Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) communica-
tions based on unsupervised deep learning using an autoencoder.
This method extends prior work on the joint optimization
of physical layer representation and encoding and decoding
processes as a single end-to-end task by expanding transmitter
and receivers to the multi-antenna case. We introduce a widely
used domain appropriate wireless channel impairment model
(Rayleigh fading channel), into the autoencoder optimization
problem in order to directly learn a system which optimizes for
it. We considered both spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing
techniques in our implementation. Our deep learning-based
approach demonstrates significant potential for learning schemes
which approach and exceed the performance of the methods
which are widely used in existing wireless MIMO systems. We
discuss how the proposed scheme can be easily adapted for
open-loop and closed-loop operation in spatial diversity and
multiplexing modes and extended use with only compact binary
channel state information (CSI) as feedback.
Index Terms—Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Autoen-
coders, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), Spatial Diver-
sity, Spatial Multiplexing, Physical Layer, Cognitive Communi-
cations.
I. INTRODUCTION
MULTIPLE-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) wireless sys-tems are widely used today in 4G cellular and wireless
local area network systems to increase throughput and cover-
age by exploiting the multipath characteristics of the channel.
By encoding information across multiple antenna elements
using spatial diversity or multiplexing range or throughput can
be improved in various channel conditions. Traditional MIMO
communication schemes are divided into two categories which
are either open-loop (without any Channel State Information
(CSI) information at the transmitter), or closed-loop systems
(with CSI at the transmitter fed back from the receiver).
These MIMO schemes rely on rigid analytically obtained
encoding/beamforming and decoding schemes for these tasks
and are in general not known to be optimal. Moreover, closed-
loop spatial multiplexing techniques rely on CSI and channel
estimation and sending that information to the transmitter
results in estimation and feedback (i.e. quantization) errors
which further complicates the ability of these schemes to
perform optimally.
In recent years, applications of Machine Learning (ML)
are proposed to be integrated in communication systems. [9]
proposes to use the Support Vector Machines (SVM) to enable
machine learning classification to determine Modulation and
Coding scheme. [14] presents a blind detection framework that
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performs data symbol detection without explicitly knowing
CSI at a receiver. These approaches use ML as an additional
functional block to perform a certain task in the conventional
communication systems.
Recent results in physical layer learning for the Single
Input Single Output (SISO) channel [17] have shown that
autoencoders [13] can readily match the performance of near-
optimal existing baseline modulation and coding schemes by
learning the system during training. In this paper, we extend
the use of autoencoders in SISO systems to MIMO systems.
Our main contributions in this paper are as follows:
• We introduce a scheme which can combine many MIMO
tasks into a single end-to-end estimation, feedback, en-
coding, and decoding process which can be jointly op-
timized to maximize throughput and minimize bit error
rate for specific channel conditions. We believe this joint
system optimization process has the potential to provide
significant gains in comparison with the current day
system which is often optimized in a more modular
fashion. Moreover, the performance of the developed
model can continuously be improved by training for
longer periods since generating input data (i.e., symbols)
is straightforward.
• We demonstrate that it is possible to achieve and exceed
the performance of the conventional spatial diversity
MIMO systems using Deep Learning (DL) techniques
and autoencoders. First, we simulated the performance
of a Space Time Block Code (STBC) scheme for 2x1
system which was proposed in [3]. Next, we developed
an end-to-end learning MIMO communication system as
a Deep Neural Network (NN) that is trained to learn the
transmitted symbols that go through a Rayleigh fading
channel. We compare the Bit Error Rate (BER) with
that of an autoencoder system. The results show that
the autoencoder system exceeds the performance of the
STBC code when the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) value
is above approximately 15 dB.
• We demonstrate that it is possible to achieve and exceed
the performance of the conventional linear-precoding
based closed-loop single user MIMO spatial multiplexing
system using DL and autoencoders. We simulated the
performance of a closed-loop MIMO system that has
perfect CSI at the transmitter. We used Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD)-based precoding at the transmitter
to send the symbols. The receiver decodes the received
signal and estimates the transmitted symbols. Next, we
developed a Deep NN model that uses the CSI at the
transmitter during training. The autoencoder learns the
CSI along with the transmitted symbols and uses this
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2information to eliminate the interference at the receiver
and estimate the transmitted symbols in high accuracy.
The results show that the autoencoder system exceeds
the performance of the SVD-based MIMO spatial multi-
plexing system for all SNRs.
• We modify our NN implementation to consider the prac-
tical challenge in real world systems of the bandwidth
constrained feedback channel for providing CSI. We con-
sider the case where a compact v-bit representation of the
CSI is available at the transmitter instead of perfect real-
valued CSI. In other words, we introduce quantization
error to the system for each channel entry and learn
2v discrete channel states for which the information can
be encoded. The results show that quantization of the
CSI actually improves the performance of our system for
certain values of v, providing even lower bit error rates
across the whole range of SNRs.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
provides background information for spatial diversity and
multiplexing techniques we considered in this paper as well as
the autoencoder systems. Section III explains the autoencoder
model and the DL algorithms we used in detail. The simulation
results are included in Section IV. Section V contains a dis-
cussion of open problems and next steps. Section VI provides
the conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Spatial Diversity
MIMO spatial diversity techniques; i.e., STBC codes, are
used to increase robustness and extend coverage of a system.
The STBC scheme for a 2x1 MIMO system introduced in
[3], known as Alamouti code, achieves the same performance
as Maximal Ratio Receiver Combining (MRRC) when the
transmit power is doubled. With this approach, at a given
symbol period, two different symbols are transmitted from the
two antennas. If we denote the symbol transmitted from the
first antenna as s1 and the second antenna as s2, during the
next symbol period, −s∗2 is transmitted from the first antenna
and s∗1 is transmitted from the second antenna where
∗ denotes
complex conjugate form. Note that there is no improvement
in throughput with this approach since it still takes two time
slots to transmit two symbols.
At the receiver, the signals at antenna ports 1 and 2 can be
written as r1 = h1s1 + h2s2 + n1 and r2 = −h1s∗2 + h2s∗1 + n2,
respectively where h1 and h2 are the channel variables with
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian entries with zero mean
and unit variance and n1 and n2 are noise terms with also
zero mean and unit variance Gaussian variables. A maximum
likelihood or Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) detector
is used to estimate s1 and s2.
The STBC for 2x1 MIMO systems were generalized to N
transmit and M receive antennas in [4]. However, we will
focus on the performance of a 2x1 system for performance
evaluations in this paper.
B. Spatial Multiplexing
MIMO spatial multiplexing techniques are used to increase
the single and multi-user throughput [5], [6]. We consider a
single user MIMO system with Nt antennas at the transmitter
and Nr antennas at the receiver. The transmitter sends (Nt ×1)
symbols out and the signal received at the receiver can be
modeled as y = Hs + n where H is an (Nr × Nt ) channel
matrix with circularly symmetric complex Gaussian entries of
zero mean and unit variance, s is an (Nt × 1) vector with
transmit symbols with a total power constraint of P such that
E[s*s] ≤ P. n is an (Nr ×1) vector which is the additive white
Gaussian noise noise at the receiver with E[nn*] = σ2INr×Nr .
We assume the noise variance, σ2, is 1 in this paper.
Each receive antenna receives signals from all the transmit
antennas. Different precoding/beamforming approaches have
been developed to eliminate the interference at each antenna
port and demodulate the signals correctly in the literature
[8]. In this paper, we consider a closed-loop MIMO system
which uses SVD-based precoding technique [7]. The channel
matrix, H, can be written as H = UΛV* where U and V
are (Nr × Nr ) and (Nt × Nt ) unitary matrices, respectively.
Λ is a diagonal matrix with the singular values of H. In
order to eliminate the interference at each antenna, the channel
can be diagonalized by precoding the symbols at the receiver
and decoding at the receiver using the CSI. In this model,
the received signal can be written as y˜ = Λx˜ + n˜ where
x˜ = Vx, y˜ = U*y and n˜ = U*n. The distribution of n˜ is
the same as n with n˜ ∼ N(µ, σ2INr ). A Zero Forcing (ZF)
or MMSE equalizer can be used to estimate the transmitted
symbols. The closed-loop MIMO systems consume the system
resources with sending pilot signals from the transmitter to
the receiver for CSI estimation and sending the CSI back. We
also considered the system performance when the quantization
error is introduced to the system to decrease the amount of
feedback by representing each entry of CSI in a v-bit compact
form while sending back to the transmitter.
C. Channel Autoencoders
Fig. 1. SISO channel autoencoder system.
Recent results in physical layer learning for the Single
Input Single Output (SISO) channel [17] have shown that
autoencoders [13] can readily match the performance of near-
optimal existing baseline modulation and coding schemes by
using an autoencoder to jointly learn the system. More recently
this approach has also been shown to work very effectively
over the air [16], as well.
The idea of the channel autoencoder [15], [17] applies
deep unsupervised learning with a reconstruction-based loss
3function to jointly optimize encoding, decoding, and signal
representation over some impaired communications channel.
An illustration of the basic channel autoencoder system is
shown in Figure 1.
This approach is appealing as it finds solutions for modu-
lation and forward error correction which rival today’s best
designs for small code word sizes over existing channel
impairment models, and offers a method to learn solutions
over channel impairments for which no optimal solution is
known or a compact analytic representation may be difficult
to express or optimize for when considering real world effects.
Another benefit of such systems is that the computational
complexity of the learned encoder and decoder modules can
in many cases be of lower computational complexity than
existing methods, leading to potential power savings when
deploying such systems efficiently.
III. TECHNICAL APPROACH
In the SISO channel autoencoder, k bits are encoded
into n sequential time samples to be transmitted over some
communications channel such as a Rayleigh fading wireless
channel. When noisy versions of these samples are received
by a decoder, an estimate for kˆ is produced to best reconstruct
the original information.
In this work, we consider the MIMO case where k bits (s)
are encoded to form mt parallel transmit streams of n time-
samples. These streams then undergo some form of multi-
antenna mixing channel and arrive at a receiver to produce
mr receive streams, each also of length n time samples and
decoded to produce an estimate for sˆ. Thus there are mr ×mt
unique pairwise channels, each with some random impairment
due to wireless propagation.
This is the model conventionally used in wireless systems,
where a MIMO transmission may optimize to varying numbers
of transmit and receiver antennas, and symbols such as in
an Alamouti code, may be repeatedly encoded over adjacent
samples in time using different spatial modes.
By varying the number of information bits k, the transmit
streams mt , the receive streams mr and the number of time
samples n the information is encoded over, this model may
be readily adapted to different information rates. By selecting
how many bits are encoded into a given space-time block, and
over what time and antenna dimension the space-time block
spans encodings which optimize for high rate dense spatial
multiplexing as well as lower rate diversity improvement can
be obtained readily using the same optimization problem.
To realize and optimize such a MIMO channel autoencoder
we present the open-loop MIMO system shown in Figure 2
where we leverage multi-layer NNs to provide the mappings
from information bits or codewords to digital samples to trans-
mit, and from received digital samples back to information bits
or codewords. Without any knowledge of CSI, this is a simple
way to learn an encoding, we will use this approach directly
below to learn a solution to the 2x1 channel which can be
compared directly to Alamouti in Section IV-A. The encoder
and decoder both use batch normalization between each layer,
and s is introduced using an embedding layer.
Fig. 2. MIMO Channel Autoencoder (No CSI).
To consider the case where the transmitter has perfect CSI
of the current fading conditions between each antenna, we
consider an extension to this scheme, shown in Figure 3, which
concatenates s to H prior to encoding for the channel. This
simple step is sufficient to learn greatly improved performance
competitive with current day baseline schemes such as ZF, as
we discuss in Section IV-B.
Fig. 3. MIMO Channel Autoencoder (Perfect CSI).
Additionally, we consider the case of CSI with quantized
values, encoding knowledge of the real-valued H, into a v-bit
binary vector Hv . In real world systems this is important as the
ability to most compactly transmit CSI to mobile devices is
paramount. In Figure 4 we illustrate an extension to consider
discrete-valued channel states, where we introduce a v-bit,
2v valued classification problem on H to form Hv prior to
concatenation and encoding with s.
Fig. 4. MIMO Channel Autoencoder (v-Bit Discrete CSI).
Finally, we consider the deployment scenario for the v-
bit CSI scheme derived above. In this case, a system may
estimate the channel Hˆ at the receiver, producing Hˆv based
on estimation, and transmit that information back to the
transmitted for its use in encoding. This process is simplified
for the symetric channel where Hv can be assumed equal
4in both directions and transmission of the estimate may not
be needed. The scheme is illustrated in Figure 5 showing
a full closed-loop system which can jointly learn a method
for compact binary CSI feedback, encoding, and decoding
of information over the MIMO fading channel. This system
may be trained as shown in Figure 4, but the learned network
mapping to a compact CSI form of Hv is simply wholesale
to the receiver where an estimated channel response Hˆ may
be obtained using either traditional estimation approaches or
NN-based regression.
Fig. 5. Deployment Scheme for v-Bit CSI MIMO.
A. Optimization Process
In our optimization process, we represent s as a 2k valued
integer of codeword indices which may be transmitted by the
system, each encoding k bits. In the network, we present this
as a one-hot input vector of length 2k with a single non-
zero value of 1 for the desired codeword, and the output
as a soft-max classification task which approximates the
probability of each code word. In such classification tasks,
a categorical cross-entropy loss function (`CE ) may be readily
used for optimization using gradient descent to select network
parameters. In this case `CE is given by
`CE (y, yˆ) = −1|y |
|y |−1∑
i=0
(yilog(pi) + (1 − yi)log(1 − pi)) (1)
where our output prediction yˆ is equivalent with pi .
Using a form of stochastic gradient descent (Adam [12]),
weight updates are computed based on the loss gradient
using back-propagation. In this case, we iteratively compute
a forward pass: yˆ = f (y, θ), and a backward pass, ∂`∂θ =
∂`CE (y, f (y,θ)
∂θ ) where network layer weights are given by θ and
a weight update takes the form of δw = −η ∂`∂θ and η represents
a (possibly time varying) learning rate.
B. Channel Simulation and Network Architecture
Core to the ability to optimize such an end-to-end system
is to accurately model or represent the MIMO channel effects
within the network transfer function sˆ = f (s, θ). To that
end, we introduce several new layers which simulate real
world impairments and design constraints for each forward
and backward pass.
After the encoding to mt complex valued transmit streams,
a transmit block-code tensor of shape [batch size, mt , 2, n] is
formed for transmission where the third dimension has the real
and imaginery values. To simulate MIMO propagation we use
several custom layers to model the domain enumerated below.
• enc: Learned Encoder: s 7→ x
• rnd: Random mr × mt channel response H
• mul: Complex matrix multiplication of x with H
• norm: Normalize average power
• awg: Additive gaussian noise N(0, σ)
• dec: Learned Decoder: r 7→ sˆ
In terms of these basic operations, we can express the full
network f as follows for the open loop MIMO encoding case:
f (s, θ) = dec(awg(norm(mul(enc(s), rnd())), σ)) (2)
and the for the closed-loop MIMO encoding case as:
f (s, θ) = (λH, dec(awg(norm(mul(enc(s,H),H)), σ)))(rnd())
(3)
Using this formulation, forwards and backwards gradient
passes can readily be computed on f (s, θ). In the backwards
pass, the awg function becomes the identify function (it is used
only for forwards passes). While the normalization module
enforces a constant average power, the noise deviation σ may
be easily adjusted at training or test time to simulate varying
levels of SNR.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section we train the autoencoder based learned
encoding model described above and evaluate the Bit Error
Rate (BER) performance over a range of SNRs and compare
the performance to widely used baselines used under different
channel conditions. Matlab is used to simulate the conventional
MIMO systems for both spatial diversity and multiplexing.
Keras with Tensorflow backend is used for the DL autoencoder
implementation using a GPU backend.
We consider comparisons to two different configurations;
the 2x1 Alamouti STBC intended to provide spatial diversity
based range extension and performance improvements, along
with the 2x2 MIMO system that uses spatial multiplexing.
QPSK modulation scheme is used to modulate the input bits
for the Matlab simulations and Rayleigh fading is used as the
channel model for both of the simulations.
A. Spatial Diversity
Alamouti coding groups symbols to two sequential time-
slots. It sends two different symbols from each antenna in the
first time slot. The modified versions of the symbols are sent in
the second time slot as shown in Figure 6. An MMSE receiver
is typically used to demodulate the bits.
In the autoencoder implementation, we allow s to describe
an equal number of bits (4) which describes 2-bit symbols,
an equal information density to the Alamouti code described
above and used in our simulation. Similarly the autoencoder
maps these bits to two subsequent complex real valued time-
slots equivalent to the Alamouti transmit density. It is assumed
5that no CSI is available at the transmitter (i.e. open-loop
MIMO).
Fig. 6. Symbols Transmitted in Alamouti Scheme and Neural Networks.
Figure 7 shows the SNR vs BER results for both Alamouti
STBC coding and autoencoder system. In our preliminary
results we obtain slightly better performance from the Alam-
outi STBC at low SNR and improved performance from the
autoencoder above around 15dB. These results are achieved
without significant hyper-parameter tuning or long training
runs, and we believe these results ultimately hold significant
potential for improvement and serve as a lower bound for the
performance by which similar networks can achieve.
Inspecting the transmitted and noisy received constellation
points at high SNR (20dB) for the learned 2x1 system provides
some insight into the achieved learning. In Figure 8 we show
the constellation points over numerous random draws from the
channel matrix H. It appears here that the scheme has learned
to achieve its average transmit power by an uneven power
distribution between the two antennas in this case, yielding a
sort of super-position coding scheme. In Figure 9 we show the
same constellations but for a constant channel matrix H where
the superposition of transmission schemes from antennas 1 and
2 can be seen on the receive side. This is somewhat similar
to the superposition-style constellations learned in [17] for the
SISO interference channel.
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Fig. 7. Error Rate Performance of Learned Diversity Scheme.
Fig. 8. Learned 2x1 Scheme, Random Channels.
B. Spatial Multiplexing
We investigated the performance for two different configu-
rations; when there is perfect CSI and when there is quantized
CSI at the transmitter for spatial multiplexing.
1) Perfect Channel Information at the Transmitter: We
simulate a 2x2 closed-loop MIMO system with a single time-
slot using both a conventional communication system and an
autoencoder approach. It is assumed that the channel estima-
tion is perfect and there is no feedback error while sending
the CSI back to the transmitter. Rayleigh fading is used as the
channel mode and equal power is used at each antenna during
transmission for both the baseline and autoencoder methods.
The transmitter uses CSI for SVD-based precoding to diag-
onalize the channel and eliminate interference at the receiver
for the baseline method. There are 100 subframes in the
simulation each of them with 1000 symbols. It is assumed
that the coherence time of the channel is equal to the duration
of a subframe. Thus, the same channel estimation is used for
1000 symbols and channel estimation is repeated for every
subframe. The average BER results over all symbols and
subframes are computed per antenna and the BER results
per antenna are averaged again to obtain the final BER
performance curves.
The autoencoder transmitter incorporates perfect CSI in-
formation as well, directly into the encoding process as
6Fig. 9. Learned 2x1 Scheme, Diagonal Channel.
described in Section III. As a result, the channel effect on
the transmitted symbols is learned effectively during training,
and a representation is learned to best preserve the information
for the receiver.
In Figure 10 we provide the performance curve measuring
the BER from learned encoding scheme compared against
the baseline for this perfect CSI case. For both cases the
total average BER results for all antennas are provided. Here
we obtain extremely promising results from the autoencoder
approach as compared to the baseline method, potentially from
some kind of inherent error correction scheme built in to the
mapping and de-mapping process, as we have seen in [17].
Inspecting the transmit and receive constellations for the
2x2 scheme reveals an interesting structure that is formed.
In Figure 11 we show the constellations over a number of
random channel draws, while in Figures 12 and 13 we show
the receive constellations for the diagonal H matrix and for an
all-ones H matrix. Interestingly, for an H matrix with roughly
uniform power for each channel, we seem to obtain a receive
waveform which is near constant amplitude phase encoding,
while the transmit constellations appear to be quite random
arrangements of 2k = 16 bits, forming a non-standard 16-
QAM type arrangement.
2) Quantized Channel Information at the Transmitter: Our
next step is to introduce feedback error in the simulation to
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Fig. 10. Error Rate Performance of Learned 2x2 Scheme (Perfect CSI).
Fig. 11. Learned 2x2 Scheme, Random Channels.
reflect the practical implementation challenges. Since feedback
of CSI, (e.g., from a handset device to a base station) for
closed-loop schemes, requires protocol overhead in real world
systems, we will consider the case where CSI is constrained
to be compact discrete valued information encoded into a
compact v-bit field.
We used LLoyd algorithm for quantizer implementation
for the baseline MIMO system. Normally distributed random
numbers were used to train the quantizer. The quantization
values are known both at the transmitter and receiver in
advance so that the receiver sends v-bit index of the quantized
channel entries to the transmitter. System performance is very
close to the perfect CSI case with 8-bit quantization but it goes
down with decreasing number of quantization bits as shown
in Figure 14.
Inspecting while the BER curve results for the baseline
method in Figure 14 decrease in performance as we represent
CSI with fewer bits, for the autoencoder case in Figure 15, we
actually see improved performance for some of the quantized
CSI cases (2, 4 and 8 bit CSI) over the perfect CSI case. We
believe that quantizing the CSI into 2v discrete modes actually
7Fig. 12. Learned 2x2 Scheme, Diagonal Channel.
Fig. 13. Learned 2x2 Scheme, All-Ones Channel.
helps the learned system converge more easily to a good and
well defined encoder configuration for each channel mode.
This is likely a much simpler target manifold to fit rather than
attempting to fit the full complex mapping from real valued H
to some corresponding set of real valued encoder modes and
it seems to provide a better solution which provides improved
BER across a wide range of SNR levels while at the same
time lending itself well to over the air deployment and use in
future wireless standards with compact protocol overhead.
The constellations learned under this scheme are interesting,
as well. For the 1-bit CSI case shown in Figure 16 and 17 we
see that it learns a multi-level scheme, where antenna 0 and
1 transmit constant modulus encodings at two distinct power
levels.
For the 2-bit CSI case, shown in Figures 18 and 19 we can
see that it learns a complex multi-level transmission scheme,
some kind of irregular 16-QAM on each transmitter, where
the receive copy, for roughly equal power paths turns out to
be constant modulus.
3) Best Approach: To summarize our findings for the
2x2 transmission scheme, we illustrate the best autoencoder
approach among those evaluated in Figure 20 and compare to
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Fig. 15. Error Rate Performance of Learned 2x2 Scheme (Quantized CSI).
the baseline performance. We observe significant improvement
of performance across the entire range of operation, with
BER performance reaching below 0.5e−5 below and SNR
of 20dB. We believe this is a powerful result which holds
enormous promise for use in future wireless cellular and local
area network systems, providing an extremely compact way
to obtain a robust MIMO encoding scheme which jointly
provides a strong degree of error correction and a significantly
improved bit error rate performance compared to current day
baselines.
V. DISCUSSIONS
The idea of learning a universal MIMO scheme for effective
MIMO encoding across a range of different assumptions on
CSI information, time-slots, antenna counts, and information
densities is really quite appealing. In our results, we have
shown that the proposed method is quite competitive for 2x1
and 2x2 size channels without CSI, with perfect CSI, and espe-
cially with compact binary CSI. We have also shown how such
8Fig. 16. Learned 2x2 Scheme 1 bit CSI Random Channels.
Fig. 17. Learned 2x2 Scheme 1-bit CSI All-Ones Channel.
a system can be readily partitioned into a real world distributed
communications system in order to efficiently manage CSI
requirements.
We have seen that discretized CSI with this scheme works
incredibly well, learning very compact CSI encodings and
actually seems to help the autoencoder converge more rapidly
and to a better general solution (given sufficient bits). We have
observed that learned solutions often favor constant modulus
power at the receiver, but that in some cases they have learned
sub-optimal solutions which split power unevenly between the
two antennas even in the case of no-CSI.
This work opens up numerous new avenues for investiga-
tion, many of which we hope to pursue in the near future.
Among these, are combining Hˆ 7→ Hv estimation with y 7→
Hv estimation, or in general allowing the channel estimation
routines required to support this system to be learned, and with
some error rather than directly using error free values of H.
Similar analysis have already been performed for conventional
single user MIMO systems as in [10].
Also, as many standards such as LTE [11] and WiMaX
define codebook indices to be transmitted compactly to convey
CSI, we wish to provide additional comparison with these
Fig. 18. Learned 2x2 Scheme 2 bit CSI Random Channels.
Fig. 19. Learned 2x2 Scheme 2 bit CSI All-Ones Channel.
baselines, to determine of learned “codebooks” over- or under-
perform the methods which are widely used today for closed-
loop MIMO systems.
Additionally, the work needs to continue to evaluate per-
formance on larger-scale MIMO arrangements such as 8x4
arrangements and massive MIMO, and to consider the case
of multi-tap delay spreads. The work has been conducted in
the time-domain rather than in the conventional long-symbol
MIMO/OFDM domain, and so numerous connections may be
drawn still in connecting these two domains optimally.
Finally, we will extend the MIMO described here in the
single user case to multi-user (MU-MIMO) which includes
Multiple Access; i.e., N transmitters to 1 receiver, and Broad-
cast; i.e. 1 transmitter to N receivers, channels. Current
schemes for these MIMO problems are known to have sub-
optimal implementations due to complexity issues in current
day systems such as the implementation of capacity-achieving
Dirty Paper Coding for Broadcast channel [2]. We believe that
a learning based approach holds enormous promise in tackling
and gaining from this complexity in an elegant and manageable
way.
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VI. CONCLUSION
The architecture and initial results described herein pro-
vide an exciting new approach to physical layer design and
optimization for MIMO wireless communications schemes
using an autoencoder. This is a significant departure from
current day systems, and currently has many issues which
still need to be understood and made to operate efficiently
with real world physical constraints. However, preliminary
results show that performance can be highly competitive
with existing schemes and holds the promise of doing so at
much lower computation complexity using wide-concurrent
implementations. We hope that our results help to illustrate
the power of the autoencoder approach to communications
in learning to optimize representations and encoding/decoding
processes for complex channel regimes and data. We hope that
as results and findings continue to increase in maturity in this
field, this naive, approximate approach to signal processing
will continue to gain increasing acceptance and understanding
throughout the wireless communications and signal processing
field. This approach makes it difficult to provide rigorous
analytic performance bounds and guarantees under the current
widespread understanding of deep learning and ability to apply
analytic methods at scale. While these analytic properties are
desirable, and forgoing them has not proved popular with all
in the signal processing community, it is sometimes helpful
to recall the words of George Box who wrote elegantly, "All
models are wrong but some are useful" [1].
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